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We look at the large prints of the book-covers on the 
walls. Then I ask them to read out aloud from little bits 
of paper that I hand them out. One person at a time, one 
after the other. Hope #1 to Hope #5. One of the notes 
reads:

Democracy leads to a juster and juster society. Since all 
the voices are heard on the political stage, in the long 
run exploitation of the ones by the others disappears: 
exploitation of women by men, of wage workers by capi-
talists, of migrants by locals.

The notes are about democracy – like the books. We 
might laugh at their optimism and totalizing attitude and 
feel uncomfortable about their terrible metaphors and 
we might be ashamed of our arrogance. Maybe we can 
go on from here to new words and new metaphors for 
democracy.

short  description: a reading with audien-

ce-participation for 1 initiated rea-

der in the audience and 3-5 random 

readers from the audience, an intro-

duction or a conclusion.

addit ional media: 8 book-cover photo-

graphs (large prints or projections or 

books), books mainly from 1940-60.

duration: 15 min.

performers:  2 and audience

set- up & venue: 2 handmicrophones, whi-

te-cube museum space, chairs, lighting, 

projector (evtl.).

project start: april 2018

Hopes that have come to nothing

c u r r e n t l y  i n  p r o g r e s s



That year, 2017, like many others I was preoccupied 
with political developments. Every day I was reading 
webarticles and watching news segments. I even read 
the user comments on social media. My friends told me 
I had been naive to have had confidence in my fellow 
citizens, western democracy and so on, anyways. At the 
time I came upon an exhibition of woodprints from an-
other time and place and it struck me as being about 
my time and place exactly. I clumsily copied their back-
grounds and drew in my own subjects. 

The famous artist Andrea Fraser said at around the same 
moment that in these times of exaggerated and distorted 
political spectacle, art should not be poetical and meta-
phorical, but factual and understated. 

This is not a time for metaphors

media:  acrylic ink drawings (8 to date, 

planned 40); a speech to be deli-

vered live (10:00); a video with 

sound (HD, 8:06, provisional ver-

sion)

project start: april 2018

public  presentation(s): 

nov 2018: „Kunst in unruhigen Zei-

ten“ in „science-talk“-format, sat-

telkammer bern.

links:   

video-work on vimeo (sketch-version, 

test): 

https://vimeo.com/292597816/5426de7f16

credits: nairs zentrum für gegenwarts-

kunst, sattelkammer bern, moritz sommet 

(japanology). 

c u r r e n t l y  i n  p r o g r e s s

https://vimeo.com/292597816/5426de7f16




I had met Nicolas a few times in his appartement in the 
outskirts of Zurich. Never did we keep our theoretical 
discussions clean. We always ended up talking about 
ourselves. And then we wholeheartedly embraced it. 
Everything had to be about our characters or types and 
who we feared to be.

Gian: Listen, Nicolas, everything you say only shows 
that melancolics like you are compensating their los-
ses with grandiose inner ersatz-worlds, invented by you 
to compensate for your deprivation in the outer world. 
These are nothing but narcissistic daydreams. 

Nicolas: But, Gian, you yourself are a bit dark and 
gaunt. You are of the black bile yourself.

N: You are fearful of things that are harmless. You al-
ways have a sensation of having lost someone or somet-
hing, although you haven‘t. 

Curiosity killed the cat, but satisfaction 
brought it back – Part II

media:  performance by nicolas berset and 

gian-andri töndury (30:00), at the 

end of the performance copies of the 

script can be picked up by the au-

dience.

project start: march 2017

public  presentation(s): 

oct 2017: „Curiositiy ...“ in „Eine 

Ausstellung für Dich“, helmhaus zü-

rich.

links:   

documentation on vimeo: 

https://vimeo.com/247054699 

link to full script:  

http://gian-andri-toendury.ch/pdf/curiosity_teil2v2.pdf

credi ts: bettina diel (camerawoman-docu), 

kultur stadt bern, helmhaus zurich.

https://vimeo.com/247054699
http://gian-andri-toendury.ch/pdf/curiosity_teil2v2.pdf


Over what in Europe was one single night, suddenly 
everyone was talking about misinformation. The most 
corroborated scientific theory did not seem to have more 
hold in society than the most sloppy, transparently ma-
nipulative and improbable conspiracy theory. A type of 
person was the new center of interest: a credulous, po-
litically authoritarian, angry or rebellious man, expres-
sing himself in comment-sections.

Theories of all types, and the analogies and narrations 
of which they are made of, became my main occupation 
for a while.

But the isolation of the solo speaker and „knower“ is 
hard to bear in a long live performance. I wanted to do 
a second and a third part – with someone with whom to 
share the ground against the audience and with someone 
with whom to share the space of arguments.

Curiosity killed the cat, but satisfaction 
brought it back –Part I

media:  performance (30 mins to several 

hrs), white cube, the light in the 

room is slowly cycling through war-

mer and cooler temperatures and 

dark and bright; 4 screens (7“) in 

the corners with gifs of 100 dra-

wings for 100 theories.

project start: nov 2016

public  presentation(s): 

sept 2017: „Curiosity ...“ in „Eine 

Ausstellung für Dich“, helmhaus zü-

rich.

links:   

documentation on vimeo: 

https://vimeo.com/246699901

credi ts: helmhaus zurich, kultur stadt 

bern, maren rieger (outside eye), 

bettina diel (camerawoman-docu), ca-

bane B bern.

https://vimeo.com/246699901


What is there to do? 

We have to listen more. 

Yes, how?

If the end of my language is the end of my world, what 
about talking what I myself dont understand, is my world 
renewing itself then?  

Maybe this rule: The more deviance one is able to think, 
the more deviance one is able to understand in others, 
the more deviant one acts in speech, the more deviant 
one can speak back, the more one‘s world seems contin-
gent. The more one can hear. 

(voice changes) Hey you ! Yes, you! What are you going 
to do next?... 

Curiosity killed the cat, but satisfaction 
brought it back –Part III

media:  lecture performance with audience 

participation (1h) by saman anabel 

sarabi and gian-andri töndury.

project start: jul 2017

public  presentation(s): 

nov 2017: „Curiosity ...“ in „Eine 

Ausstellung für Dich“, helmhaus zü-

rich.

links:   

documentation on vimeo: 

https://vimeo.com/247055161

credi ts: helmhaus zurich, kultur stadt 

bern.

https://vimeo.com/247055161


totally understandable – totally incomprehensible
When we first talked to each other we discovered that 
she was of late in a few feminist groups and I had just 
been reading quite a lot of feminist philosophy. So we 
decided our meetings were to be about contrasting ap-
proaches, about theory and flesh, as she said it. About 
feminist approaches to rationality, as I said it. I told her 
that I wanted to learn from her to unlearn my gendered 
ideas about good thinking. Clear reason. The history of 
declaring women to be incomprehensible. Incidentally, 
she showed how to get my diagrams to express some-
thing clearly.

Total verständlich – total unverständlich

media:  a conversation game around a simp-

le meal (roles chosen at random 
with cards. each round starts with 

a short reading of texts.) animated 

and conceived by tilde von overbeck 

and gian-andri toendury; 

e-book contribution.

project  start: feb 2016

public  presentation(s): 

sept 2016: zhdk degree-show, zurich 

jan 2017: at „gasthaus“, reseda 

project space, zurich.

credits:   

maya minder (setting „gasthaus“); 

johanna hular (photography); zhdk.

links : video (from e-book)(pw: tildegian): 

https://vimeo.com/287221718 

e-book contribution (ibook-download): 

http://gian-andri-toendury.ch/pdf/zhdk_ds_teilungen(1).ibooks

https://vimeo.com/287221718
http://gian-andri-toendury.ch/pdf/zhdk_ds_teilungen(1).ibooks


Ich bin mich selbst. Ich bin die Antagonistin: Ich widerspreche allen 
und allem ausser mir selbst.

Ich mag klare Aussagen
Joker: Ich passe diese Runde oder ich werde mit-
diskutieren, obwohl ich Zeitmeisterin, Kommenta-
torin oder Spieleröffnerin bin.

I am myself

I like clear statements

I am the antagonist: I contradict 
everything and everyone except 
myself.

Joker: I pause this round. Or, I will discuss 
this round, even though I am time-mistress, 
commentator or game-opener.



10 x theory (for you, my darling, apple of my eye, my sun 
and my moon). 
I might not remember well. Me and my work, me and 
my work to be realized in my head while I was traveling 
alone. I reached a turning point. This was for someone. 
Something to someone, and someone is something to 
me.

I am not sure that I am very intelligent. Perhaps I like 
theory because I am a good interlocutor to myself. I 
usually find some counter-argument to what I propose 
by myself. Then maybe some reply to the counter-argu-
ment, and so on. This needs to stop. Maybe a theory can 
be a present to give to someone.

10 x Theorie (für dich, mein Liebling, mein 
Augapfel, meine Sonne und mein Mond)

media:  10 performances (15-40 min.) on 

different dates in a permanent ins-

tallation with 10 movable tables.

project  duration: may 2016-sept 2016 (ma-

terial from travel mar-apr 2016)

public  presentation(s): 

jul-aug 2016: milieu bern, so-

lo-show.  

sept 2016: ma degree-show at zhdk.

links:   

1/10 performance-docu (a performance 

about ambition): 

https://vimeo.com/198108795 

documentation by milieu: 

http://www.milieu-digital.com/past/2016-8-gian-andri-toendury.php 

trailer for show at milieu: 

https://vimeo.com/177936725

credits:  milieu bern(esp. simon fahrni); 

reisestipendium kanton bern; ZHdK.

http://www.milieu-digital.com/past/2016-8-gian-andri-toendury.php
https://vimeo.com/177936725


Theories are theorized and Theories theorize.
There were too many loose ends. It felt like a disconnec-
ted mix of interests pursued for a few months or a few 
years or a few weeks. Nothing seemed to have much to 
do with anything else. All chance encounters with this 
or that theory that had caught my attention. I wanted to 
take it all in in one ambitious gesture. 

It had to be a train journey. Yes, just distribute all the 
theories on the four directions of the compass. Then 
make a journey, let the theory decide the direction in 
which you travel. Let the network of rails be the net-
work of thoughts. Use the rails on the eurasian conti-
nent. Start in Moscow. Do it for a month. 

Thus I wrote a project and applied for money. In it I 
wrote:

The attempt to construct a coherent theory, in the best 
of cases a world-view, is undertaken on a train journey.

Theorien theoretisieren

media:  1 month long-duration-performance 

with daily train travel of min 6hrs. 

A train journey limited only by the 

eurasian continent. Four abstract 

topics correspond to the four direc-

tions of the compass.

project  start: jun 2015

performance  date: 

mar-apr 2016, eurasian train 

network

links:   

interview in Moskauer Deutsche Zei-

tung: 

http://www.old.mdz-moskau.eu/tag/gian-andri-tondury/

credits:  reisestipendium kanton bern, ev-

genia grekova
S: the authority of 
rationality

N: the ontology of 
conceptual art

W: sense and nonsense 
of travelling

O: the rationality 
of deduction

http://www.old.mdz-moskau.eu/tag/gian-andri-tondury/
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Konsultierte weitere Texte
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Ineffiziente Variation: Regel, 
Resultat (Heft, Seiten oder 
Dateiname)

Theoretisch motivierte Him-
melsrichtung der nächsten 
Reise; Begründung



It truly would be terrific to have such a tool! You could 
put all your thoughts and emotional memories and obser-
vations at some place that is a corner for you to humour 
yourself. Yes, sometimes it feels like nothing is happe-
ning in my head or in my heart, or too much is happe-
ning. And the tool helps you with it. Some note, some 
old idea, some thought or some memory will always be 
right to liven up your mind. Or some bad thought or 
memory can always be eliminated from your mind to be 
put away in the tool. 

A Tool for Your Inner Life

media:  performance as the inventor of the 

tool (10-20 min.); classification 

system; video-work; cabinet; instal-

lation

project  duration: sept 2011-oct 2015

public  presentation(s): 

jul 2012: degree-show hkb bern. 

(video & cabinet) 

dec 2012: cantonale berne-jura 

oct 2015: diskurs 15 festival at 

hochschule für angewandte theater-

wissenschaft, giessen.

links:   

performance-docu (2015): 

https://vimeo.com/147484771 

video-work (2012): 

https://vimeo.com/122181949

credits:  julia bodamer (camera for vi-

deo-work); kultur stadt bern; dis-

kurs 15 giessen.

https://vimeo.com/147484771


1.� Allgemeine Selbstreflexion

 11� �Biografien,�Selbstnarrationen
 12�� �biografische�Zukunftsprojektionen
 13�� �Selbst�im�Blick�der�Anderen

2�.�  Ungute Gedanken zur Ablage 
und Elimination

 2�0�� �unklassifizierbare�ungute�Gedanken
 2�1� �unlösbare�zwischenmenschliche�

Wertekonflikte
 2�2�� �zwischenmenschliche�Spannungen
  2�2�1� �intrafamiliäre�Spannungen
  2�2�2�� �Spannungen�mit�Autoritäten
 2�3�� �Selbstzweifel
 2�4�� �ärgerliche�Äusserungen�im�Umfeld
  2�4�1� �Kränkungen�und�verpasste�

Repliken
  2�4�2�� �kleindenkende,�engherzige�

Behauptungen
  2�4�3�� �unbedarfte�Äusserungen

3��.  Gedanken und Erinnerungen 
zur Gefühlssteigerung

 3�0�� �unklassifizierbare�sentimentale�Gedanken�
und�Erinnerungen

 3�1� �Momente�gegenseitigen�Verständnisses
 3�2�� �Momente�der�Zuneigung
 3�3�� �Verliebtheiten,�Liebesbekenntnisse�
 3�4�� �Mitgefühl�(insbesondere�gegenüber�

Tieren)
 3�5�� �Orte�aus�der�Vergangenheit
 3�6�� �vergangene�Freundschaften
 3�7�� �Äussere�Zeichen�der�Alterung�

an�Bekannten
 3�8�� �unbestimmte�Sehnsucht�

4�.�  Leistungssteigernde Erinnerung 
und Imagination

 4�0�� �unklassifizierbare�leistunsgs-
steigernde�mentale�Zustände

 4�1� �Erinnerungen�zur�Steigerung�
des�Selbstbewusstseins

  4�11� �Momente�gegenseitiger�Anziehung
  4�12�� �Manifestationen�der�Qualität�

seiner�Freunde/Geliebten�
  4�13�� �Manifestationen�der�eigenen�

Tugenden�und�Fertigkeiten
 4�2�� �motivationsfördernde(s)�

Ablehnung�und�Scheitern
 4�3�� �imaginäre�unheilbringende�

Wendungen�zur�Belustigung
 4�4�� �positive�religiöse�Vorstellungen,�

positive�Weltsicht,�positive�Sicht��
auf �die�Natur�des�Menschen�

5�.�  Sozial nützliche Erinnerungen 
und Regeln

 5�0�� �unklassifizierbare�sozial�
nützliche�Erinnerungen�und�Regeln

 5�1� �amüsante�Anekdoten
  5�11� �selbstironische�Anekdoten
 5�2�� �drastische,�reisserische�Anekdoten�

(Ekel,�Gewalt,�Eitelkeit�u.ä.)
 5�3�� �Regeln�zur�Vermeidung�des�

sozialen�Ausschlusses:
  5�3�1� �Regeln�zur�Vermeidung�

unbeabsichtigter�Kränkung
  5�3�2�� �Regeln�zur�Verbrüderung�

oder�Gruppenbildung
  5�3�3�� �zu�vermeidendes�merkürdiges�

Verhalten
 5�4�� �Strategien�zur�Selbstbehauptung

6�.�  Alltag in Retrospektion zur 
Kontemplation

 6�0�� �unklassifzierbares�bewusstes�Erleben
 6�1� �Momente�der�Fröhlichkeit
 6�2�� �Momente�der�Befriedigung
 6�3�� �Momente�der�Erkenntnis
 6�4�� �Momente�der�Betrübnis
 6�5�� �imaginäre�narrative�

Vervollkommnung�des�Alltagsgeschehens
 6�6�� �ästhetisch�schöne�Ansichten,�

erhabene�Ansichten
 6�7�� �absichtslose�Beobachtung�

menschlicher�Subjekte�

Klassifikationssystem 7�.  Reflexion des Kontexts zur 
Förderung autonomer  
Entscheidungen

 7�0�� �unklassifizierbare�Reflexion�zur�
Förderung�der�Autonomie

 7�1� �Besonderheiten�in�der�Familie
  7�11� �Manieren�und�Geschmack
  7�12�� �Werte
  7�13�� �Idole�und�Schreckgespenster

der�Familie
 7�2�� �Einflüsse�der�sozialen�Schicht
 7�3�� �Einflüsse�aus�engen�Beziehungen
 7�4�� �kulturelle�Einflüsse
 7�5�� �versteckte�egoistische�Motive
 7�6�� �versteckter�Einfluss�früherer�

Entscheidungen�
(Berufswahl,�Partnerwahl�u.ä.)

 7�7�� �Einfluss�diverser�unreflektierter�
Überzeugungen�mit�ungewissem�
Ursprung

8�.�  Beobachtungen mit ungewissem 
Nutzen

 8�0��� �unklassifizierbare�Beobachtungen
 8�1� �Emotionen�bei�anderen
 8�2�� �Eigenheiten�von�Personen�im�Umfeld
 8�3�� �Beobachtungen�zur�späteren�

eventuellen�Erkenntnisgewinnung

https://vimeo.com/147484771


My perfect day. Perfection is only ever in the past or the 
future –never in the present. But what if we were really 
well prepared? What if we knew perfection in advance 
so as to recognize it without effort in the present mo-
ment?

A Practical Solution to a Theoretical Problem

The Experience-Knowledge-Principle:
By minimizing the effort that is necessary to recogni-
ze that This is a perfect day the intensity of experience 
does not diminish (reflexive moments generally would 
diminish the intensity of experience) while it is possible 
at the same time to have the benefit of the recognition of 
perfection.

Mein pefekter Tag

media:  lecture-performance (10min.)

project  duration: jan 2011-jul 2011

public  presentation(s): 

jul 2011: semester presentation hkb 

bern

links:   

performance-docu (2011): 

https://vimeo.com/59389270

https://vimeo.com/59389270


The Jury. Funny that we should want to be judged by ju-
ries. And that they should take pleasure from judging us. 
I imagine them fighting over their implicit ideological 
commitments concerning art. That they are passionate 
about whether art should be more sensuous, more for the 
senses or more content-driven, for the understanding, 
for example. But let‘s see for ourselves.
I invited people who are used to judge art to discuss in 
an existing exhibition. I gave them cards, trying to mu-
tedly moderate the discussion, asking them in a rounda-
bout way about their views. And we watched and liste-
ned how they interacted with each other, with the cards 
and with the artwork –and to what they said.

Die Jurierung

media:  a conversation behind closed doors, 

among 5-8 curators, teachers, ar-

tist-curators, jurors, journalists. 

Set of cards for jurors.

project  duration: may-sept 2013

(public)  presentation(s): 

sept 2013: 2x kunsthalle bern, at 

the occasion of „worms: re-run of 

an invasion“.

credits:   

unnamed participants, worms-col-

lective, kunsthalle bern, stadtga-

lerie bern.



documents, nr.1

What is driving us. 

If it is not money, attention, admiration, but something 
intrinsically rewarding? And if it is solitary? 

I think I can convey it to other people by way of some 
documents: 

Was uns antreibt

For example:

•  nr.1 dishwashing (a manageable amount, clearly 
laid out)  

•  nr.2 fitting elements together (that fit) 

•  nr.3 solving a mathematical problem (solving an easy 
one in an elegant way)

•  nr.7 preparing a desk for intellectual work

media:  photographs (silver gelatine 

prints), objects, videos; video-work 

presenting the documents.

project  duration: 2012-2014

(public)  presentation(s): 

nov 2012: exhibition „projekt da“ 

(solo with a work by matthias 

liechti) 

may 2014: „nachbilder“, kino im 

kunstmuseum, bern.

links:   

video-work (2014): 

https://vimeo.com/55596414

credits:   

ines marita schärer, ramon feller, 

matthias liechti.

https://vimeo.com/55596414


education, exhibitions and performances
gian-andri toendury, *1975

selection of previous work

12.2018  „First Cut“ (video, with Thomas Knüsel), Cantonale Bern-Jura 18-19, Stadtgale-
rie Bern. 

11.2018  „Kunst in unruhigen Zeiten“ (with Moritz Sommet), science-talk, Sattelkammer, 
Bern.

9.-11.2017  „Curiosity killed the cat, but satisfaction brought it back Teil 1-3“ in „Eine Aus-
stellung für dich“, Museum Helmhaus, Zurich (group show); 
(part 2 with Nicolas Berset, part 3 with Saman Anabel Sarabi)

3.2017 „Nur der leere Himmel weiss es besser (als ich)“, Cabane B, Bern.

9.2016 & 1.2017  „Feministisches Abendbrot mit Tilde und Gian“ (with Tilde von Overbeck), ex-
perimental discussion setting, ZHdK MFA-degreeshow, Zurich, hosted by Gast-
haus.

8.-9.2016  „10 x Theorie (für dich mein Liebling, mein Augapfel, meine Sonne und mein 
Mond)“ 
Milieu, Bern (solo-show); and also ZhdK, MFA-degreeshow, Zurich (group)

7.2016  „articulation“, contribution to the magazine „table conversation“, Nr. 4, ed. An-
niko Pannito and Erica Pedretti, Milan 2016

3.-4.2016 „Theorien theoretisieren“ 
 traveling as a one month-long performance, Eurasian continent.

3. 2016  „re-vi-ra: a play/eine ausstellung in four parts“,  
(collaboration with Julia Bodamer, Delphine Chapuis Schmitz and Ines Schärer)  
Réunion, Zurich

10.2015  „A tool for you inner life“ at „Diskurs 15“, performance-festival, kunstrasen 
giessen e.v. 
Institut für angewandte Theaterwissenschaft Giessen and other 
venues, Giessen (DE)

2.-3.2015  „Die Basis: an experimental group exhibition“,  
Kunsthaus Langenthal

12.2014-1.2015 Several works at Cantonale Bern-Jura 14-15, Stadtgalerie Bern.

12.2014  „High-time ...to school and to be schooled“,  
artistic symposium (co-organization), Stadtgalerie Bern

9.2014  „Hotel zur fröhlichen Stunde“ (with Saman Anabel Sarabi as WORMS),  
Bern Biennale, Schlachthaustheater, Bern (group show)

6.2014 „Adrian Veidt“ (performance in a group show), Schwarzwaldallee, Basel 

5. 2014  „Nachbilder mit Gian-Andri Toendury“,(projection of my video-works)  
Bernische Stiftung für Foto, Film und Video

4.2014	 	„Aufforderungen	und	Anfragen“	and	„educational	program“	at	„Aeschli-
mann-Corti Grant 2014“, exhibition of the nominees, Kunsthaus Langenthal

10.2013–11.2013	 	„Aufforderungen	und	Anfragen“,	„Fotopreis	Kanton	Bern	2013“,	exhibition	of	
the nominees,  
Kornhausforum, Bern

9.2013  „WORMS: (re)run of an invasion“, long-duration-peformance with the WORMS 
collective for 14 days, Stadtgalerie Bern

7.2013–4.2014  „Worms Memoirs Performances“ (with Saman Anabel Sarabi), art-lecture series 
at	different	locations,	e.g.	„Cause	the	Lights	Dont	Work“,	 
KeckKiosk Basel, Haus der elektronischen Künste. 

grants, awards, residency

2018 residency, NAIRS contemporary arts center, Switzerland

2017 contribution to „Curiosity killed the cat...“, city of Bern

2016 nomination for kadist-kunsthalle-zürich production award 2017

2015 contribution to „A tool for your inner life“, city of Bern

2015  travel grant from the Canton of Bern (through continental Eurasia  
in 2016)

2013  recognition-award for photography from the Canton of Bern

2013  grant from Landeshauptstadt Salzburg for the participation in the Inter-
national Summer Academy Salzburg, Austria 

education, schools

2019  Summer School „art as politics“, BAK basis voor actuele kunst,  University 
of Utrecht (NE)

2013–2016  MFA Studies, 
Zurich University of the Arts (ZHdK)

 MA Fine Arts, Zurich University of the Arts (ZHdK)

2013 International Summer Academy Salzburg

2009-2012  Studies in Fine Arts, 
Bern University of the Arts (HKB)

 BA Fine Arts, Bern University of the Arts  (HKB)

2008 Visiting researcher ARCHE, University of St Andrews (GB)

2003	 Visiting	graduate	student	King‘s	College	(London)

2001–2009  Research and teaching in Philosophy, Universities of Fribourg(CH) (re-
search and teaching assistant) and Geneva (National Science Foundation, 
post-doc researcher)

2001-2007 Graduate studies, University of Fribourg (CH) 

 PhD in Philosophy, University of Fribourg (CH), with highest grade.

1996-2001  Studies in philosophy and physics,  
University of Fribourg (CH)

  MA - Licence ès lettres (philosophy, physics),  
University of Fribourg (CH)

6. 1994  Maturité artistique (arts visuels),  Collège Claparède, Geneva


